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U.S. replies to Iran's terms for release of 52 hostages

The high-level party of five U.S. Air Force planes traveling over this North African country aboard a special Air Force plane, went directly to the U.S. Ambassador in Tripoli, Ulrich Haynes, then gave the American response to Foreign Minister Mohamed Benyahia for Iran. Iran's response to Haynes' remarks was 'we are ready to meet your terms' and said that it was ready to hold face-to-face talks.

Student Council argues with IBHE, administers the necessity of the bond fee

The student fee was approved last year, the Undergraduate Student Organization and the Graduate Student Council argued with the IBHE, and administrated the necessity of the bond fee.

The fee was the last year after the IBHE decided retained tuitions, which the University was using to pay off bonds on the Student Center and housing, rather than strictly for academic purposes. Although administrators have said the University was legally bound by its own policies to keep a board fee, there were several reasons why the IBHE would not want to keep the bond fee.

According to the Board of Higher Education, the board fee is for to help pay off bonds. The Board of Higher Education, the board fee is for to help pay off bonds. The Board of Higher Education, the board fee is for to help pay off bonds. The Board of Higher Education, the board fee is for to help pay off bonds.

The fee was the last year after the IBHE decided retained tuitions, which the University was using to pay off bonds on the Student Center and housing, rather than strictly for academic purposes. Although administrators have said the University was legally bound by its own policies to keep a board fee, there were several reasons why the IBHE would not want to keep the bond fee.

The fee was the last year after the IBHE decided retained tuitions, which the University was using to pay off bonds on the Student Center and housing, rather than strictly for academic purposes. Although administrators have said the University was legally bound by its own policies to keep a board fee, there were several reasons why the IBHE would not want to keep the bond fee.
**Import car restrictions, taxes rejected by trade commission**

**WASHINGTON (AP) —** The U.S. International Trade Commission on Monday turned down a plea for restrictions or new taxes on imported cars and trucks by American automakers who blame imports for a wave of financial losses and unemployment.

The panel, by a 3-2 vote, conceded that a rising tide of imports — particularly from Japan — has seriously damaged U.S. auto industry but found not enough to justify trade protections sought by Ford Motor Co. and the United Auto Workers.

UAW spokesman Steve Schlossberg said the union would appeal to President Carter, although the commission's decision cannot be reversed.

"We are confident he will act," Schlossberg said. "We run into a stone block (at the White House), then we will have to go to Congress." He added that President-elect Ronald Reagan has "expressed understanding of the problem." Ford had urged a temporary five-year quota to cut by about half the number of foreign cars allowed into the country, most from Japan. The commission said it would have "difficulty" because it was not sure it could make imports "stop growing".

The commission was told that the restrictions would give carmakers 18 months to retool their plants to produce smaller cars U.S. buyers want.

But representatives of the Japanese auto industry contended that Detroit had suffered because American automakers have been forever in the market to supply American buyers with the kind of cars they want.

And many economists, including Harriet Kahn, deputy inflation adviser to Carter, strongly opposed import restrictions, saying they would penalize consumers by raising prices.

The case before the commission was unprecedented because of the size of the auto industry and its effect on the overall economy and the fact that new trade protections could have on relations with Japan and other countries.

Autos and trucks make up about 62 percent of all consumer expenditures, according to FTC figures. About 1.8 million Americans are employed by the industry and another 2 million work for industry suppliers.

Before ruling in favor of the industry, the FTC would have had to find no other factor was more significant in the financial trouble of U.S. automakers. But the commission majority said two other factors were more crucial — changes in consumer tastes due to higher gasoline prices and the national recession.

**Strike threat in Poland ends; court accepts union charter**

**WARSAW, Poland (AP) —** Poland's biggest independent union called off its strike plans Monday after the Supreme Court, slamming down a lower court's ruling that the union charter need not declare the Communist Party's preeminence in this Soviet bloc country.

The court instead accepted a charter annex written by the union and referring to a recent labor settlement that included acceptance of union supremacy.

Thousands of cheering supporters outside the court greeted Lech Walesa, leader of the "Solidarity" union, after hearing Judge Witold Fornek announce the precedent-setting ruling.

The pro-government choice ruled that the Warsaw district court had exceeded its authority in altering the document.

Last month the court, which was to authorize the union charter, inserted a clause stating the Communist Party's preeminence in this Soviet bloc country. The leaders said would undermine the independence hard-won in last summer's labor confrontation with the government.

The court, on its own initiative Wednesday if the court had ruled against Solidarity, prompted government war­nings of serious consequences to the country with an economy in such troubled shape.

In an unusual move, Polish state television showed films Saturday night of joint Polish-Soviet military maneuvers in places usually taken place within Poland's borders.

But in London on Monday, the Soviet Union's outgoing am­bassador to Britain said there was "no way" his country would send troops into Poland. Ambassador Nikolai Lunkov made his comment in reply to a question before the Supreme Court decision was announced.

The judge also ruled Monday against the government in a modification the right to strike. He ordered the government to pay the union for days lost in last summer's labor conflict.

"We enjoyed a nice victory," said a Solidarity leader.

The union orpnization convention affirmed the right to form independent unions.

**News Roundup**

**Inmates' lawsuits given tolerance**

**WASHINGTON (AP) —** Prison inmates rarely, if ever, should be penalized financially, for filing frivolous lawsuits, the Supreme Court ruled Monday.

By a 7-2 vote, the justices reversed an order that Stateville prison inmate Russell Hughes pay the $400 it cost the state attorney general's office to defend against his civil rights lawsuit.

The court's majority, in an unsigned opinion, said the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals was "frivolous, unreasonable or without foundation." It thus reinstated one portion of Hughes' suit.

But permitting "more identical lawsuits nation­wide, the court told lower courts to judge inmate legal complaints more patiently than those filed by trained lawyers.

**Voyager I gives glimpse of Saturn**

**PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —** Voyager 1, speeding to its rendezvous with the mysterious moon Titan, gave scientists yet another surprise Monday with the discovery of a huge cloud of hydrogen gas surrounding the planet.

The hydrogen cloud forms a ring several hundred thousand miles thick around the planet, William Sandel of the University of Southern California said at a news conference. He said the hydrogen apparently leaks atom by atom from Titan's hazy atmosphere, which seems to be mostly methane, or natural gas.

"The presence of hydrogen in the atmosphere of Saturn has been known for some time, but we didn't know how this hydrogen was distributed," he said. "The shape... we actually saw doesn't conform well at all to what was expected."

**Anderson asks to examine 22 counties' election results**

**WASHINGTON (AP) —** Republican Party congressional candidate who lost to Rep. Paul Simon last week by a 1 percent margin, announced Monday that he wants to examine election records of 22 Illinois 5th District precincts before determining whether to call for a recount.

Anderson is discussing a dispute with another 2 million U.S. International Trade Commission

**THINKING OF SELLING YOUR CLASS RING?**

**GET THE FACTS! DON'T BE MISLED BY ADVERTISING GIMMICKS OR HIGH PRESSURE BUYERS**

- **FACT:** The only reason they want your ring is for its gold!

- **FACT:** There are no premiums on class rings—all 10k rings are bought and sold by weight.

- **FACT:** There are always willing buyers for scrap gold & silver!

- **FACT:** Out-of-town buyers at motels usually pay much less in order to cover their expenses!

- **FACT:** You should never take the first price offered—GET AT LEAST ONE OTHER OFFER! Reputable buyers do not charge for appraisals.

- **FACT:** Ask for a weight as well as a price.

**WHAT DO YOU DO? WHY NOT GET THE MOST $$$ WE OFTEN PAY 50% MORE THAN BUYERS AT MOTELS**

**Anything of Gold or Silver-Rings, Jewelry, etc.**

**—COME IN FOR A FREE APPRAISAL—**

Located across from campus in the Bookstore World

J. J. & J. Coines

825 S. W. 1457-6831

**The Marines are coming...**

**The Marine Corps Officer Programs Representative will be in the River Rooms at the Student Center from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on 10, 11 & 12 November. Interested students will be contacted for the most qualified students and graduates desiring to apply for a commission as officers in Marines in one of our 44 officer programs. Students of all major fields are encouraged from exposure to basic training. For information call (314) 263-5814 collect.**

*Maybe you can be one of us.*

**The Few. The Proud. The Marines.**
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An ambulance attendant gives instructions as rescue workers prepare to move Keith Starr, 30, onto a stretcher. Starr, a senior in agriculture economics and president of the SIU-C Agriculture Economics Club, was crushed between two cars on Grand Avenue Sunday night. He was listed in critical condition Monday after his right leg was amputated.

U.S. replies to Iran’s terms
(Continued from Page 1)
The four conditions were drawn up in September, by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, and were ratified by the Majlis. The four conditions were 2, two days before the U.S. presidential election.
The conditions called on the United States to:
- Refrain from political or military interference in Iranian affairs.
- Release an estimated $8 billion in frozen Iranian assets in the United States.
- Reinstate all legal claims against Iran.
- Take the necessary legal action to transfer to Iran the assets of the late Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi.

Iranian officials have said the last of the hostages would only be released when Iran is satisfied that all the conditions have been fulfilled. The State Department has described a possible piecemeal release of the hostages as unacceptable.

Chaharbinsaid went to Algiers personally to confer with Boumedienne "because it is better that those involved fully understand our position," the sources added.

Algerian officials said Algeria's only interest was to facilitate a mutually acceptable solution to the hostage crisis. Recha Malek, Algeria's ambassador in Washington, conferred on the formal text of the Iranian conditions to Christopher early last week and later returned three times to the State Department for further consultations.

Informed sources said the Algiran government has assured both parties of its willingness to continue acting as an intermediary as long as necessary, and is prepared to offer an Algerian aircraft to fly the hostages out of Iran.

Bond fee raises questions
(Continued from Page 1)
The fee money is used to pay off more than 15-year-old debt of the construction of the Student Center and Brush Towers. As of June, there was more than $5 million outstanding on each of the bond issues. The expenditure of the fee money is divided almost evenly between the two bond issues.

When the Brush Towers and Student Center bonds were originally issued, in 1966 and 1968 respectively, the board included a section in the bond resolution providing for the use of student tuition monies.

But late in 1978, the IHBEE policy forbidding the use of retained tuition by-day bonds, starting that tuition could be used only for academic support. University officials cited the policy as a reason for creating the bond retirement fee and began a six-year program to retire the use of retained tuition with the additional fee revenue. An increased fee will raise approximately $1.6 million during fiscal 1982.
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Don't kill non-game life

I am writing primarily to those who discharge firearms, whether it be for hunting or just plain shooting purposes. Please do not kill or harass non-game species of wildlife, especially eagles, hawks, owls or other raptors. I myself hunt and I have nothing against the use of firearms for hunting so long as they are handled in a sport-spersion-like fashion. But I am also a nature lover and student of ecology, so it disturbs me to see or hear about the unnecessary destruction of wildlife.

My idea is especially for raptors (predatory birds) for two main reasons: they are at the top of the ecological food chain making their presence the surest sign of a good condition of the environment and 2) because I am a falconer and have acquired more knowledge on raptors than on other classes of wildlife.

Each fall and spring thousands of raptors migrate to and through Southern Illinois on their way north and frigid wintering grounds. Most of them are birds that hatch just last spring and are on their first migration.

I am writing to say that only about one over five or six of these so-called "natural" birds live to reproductive age (15 years) depending on species. The greater proportion of deaths result from natural causes; some succumb to diseases while others cannot secure enough food through the winter to survive.

But there is also a large number of birds who, owing to their inexperience with the harmful effects of humankind, perish at the end of a gun barrel. Each of two separate occasions a person shot and killed a bird I had trained for falconry and on numerous other occasions I have removed raptors that have been trapped in the wings of live-trapped wild hawks.

To entertain doubts that raptors or any other wildlife species are of any value to the world is pure ignorance. One need only pick up a book on vertebrate ecology and read the findings to discover the value that raptors do more good than harm by controlling rodents and pests that will not elaborate on their role in the environment. (I would be happy to do so at any time with any interested persons.)

So pursue and enjoy recreation in the beautiful wide open spaces we are blessed with here in Southern Illinois, but please leave the nonexistent hunting game animals.

By Bruce Simmons
Student Writer

Viewpoint

Matter is really a simple one; faculty, staff should pay fines

By Karl Boyle, Student Advocate

Where was Halloween entertainment?

I am outraged! All those government funded events spend all that money, just to enjoy Carbondale for the weekend, and make people do it in return! Nothing! The fireworks show, no organized entertainment at all on the campus. I know, at least organized for Saturday night. All we ask is one weekend a year to go crazy, but our city leaders prefer to roll over and play dead and that about the USO! I wish our elected junior and senior representatives could stop government and buildingresume. We realize that the season is in the big event each year that all of the students are interested. It was a good Halloween, but it could have been better if the USO would have put the interests of the students in front of the wishes of the City Council. It will be different next year, I bet it will — Kurt Boyle, Student Advocate

Letters
News Analysis

That would boost to $105 billion the $75 billion working figure Carter set last July for fiscal 1981. The $175 billion figure itself has probably increased since then. And a $20 billion increase would boost the appropriation request to Congress to about $211 billion or more. Appropriations are usually higher because they include program funds for future years. But although Congress is inclined to approve more defense money, there will be some rules with Reagan on how to spend it.

During his campaign, the president-elect advocated a military pay and benefit increase to make the all-volunteer military work, a 600-ship Navy fleet, the MX nuclear missile system, and a million-man ready reserve equipped with modern weapons and able to move quickly into combat. Congressional committee chairmen generally have agreed at news conferences and in interviews with Reagan's proposals for pay increases and a combat-ready reserve.

But they are not satisfied on the rest of Reagan's proposals. Some want less, and some more.

The suggested $20 billion increase in defense funds might run into trouble, for example, in the Senate Appropriations Committee, which will be chaired by Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., in the new GOP-dominated Senate.

As aide said Hatfield agrees with most of Reagan's campaign proposals on defense, but opposes the MX missile system and has reservations about a $20 billion spending increase.

The aide, Chuck Reif, said Hatfield hopes a new U.S.-Soviet Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty, plus more defense help from American allies, will keep military spending down.

And Hatfield favors putting U.S. intercontinental nuclear missiles on submarines, rather than developing the ground-launched MX mobile missile system.

Church's day care facility opens

By Laurie Landgraf
Staff Writer

The First Baptist Church has opened a day care center on the second floor of a church building at 202 W. Main in Carbondale. The center, which has been in operation about three weeks, accepts children from the ages of six months to three years old. Admission is not restricted to children of church members.

Three full-time workers staff the center and care for 10 infants and five toddlers as of Monday. For more than half of the week, the center is also open to 10 parents who are affiliated with StU-C.

Otherwise, the Baptist Center, which is located in the rear of the church, is open to the public as a community ministry program begun in 1977, according to Sanders. The church, one of the first established in Carbondale, has a long community history, he said. "We wanted to respond to a felt need in the community which has given the church life and nourishment for a century," he explained. "We're not doing it to get a return on our investment in the economic aspect.

The center is open from 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. weekdays. Those interested in the program may call 457-0142.

Calendar of Fun

MON. BARBEQUE BEEF
In addition to J.R.'s regular menu we feature great tasting BBQ. Ribs, every Monday night.

TUE. CHIEF'S SPECIAL
J.R.'s highlights various entrees 10% off your entire meal from Caddy's House Steak to a delicious Pork Chop Recipe. Also regular menu.

WED. STEAK NIGHT
Our topic of interest...Filet Mignon...10% off your entire meal if you love London broil. Also regular menu.

THUR. CARTER'S CANDY
J.R.'s features proper sweets and at lunch from 11:15, 12 Noon, 1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:15. Chef's Special of the day.

FRI. SEAFOOD
A mouthwatering delight Early Fri., every Saturday with special Stuffed Flounder. Also regular menu.

SAT. MEXICAN DELIGHT
Enjoy a complimentary beverage or a mint candy with house for the ladies. Every Saturday.

SUN. MOTHER'S DAY
Our topic of interest...Shrimp, Fried Oysters or Crab...all you can eat. Also regular menu.

Breakfast

6:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.

- "As Usual We Have the Unusual..."
- "Hands Museum Shop"
- "MAGA Museum Shop"
- "NORTH 15TH HALL"
- "March 30, 1980"
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Major posts seen for Illinois legislators

By Mike Robinson
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON - Last week in Congress, the fate of some lawmakers was in the balance as they sought to influence some of the most prestigious committees in the House of Representatives.

![Image](image_url)

**News Analysis**

It controls the purse strings of government. Despite this short-range loss of key committee seats, the Illinois delegation in the new Congress will be impressive.

Rep. John Brademas, D-Ind., who currently holds the third-ranked Democratic post of majority whip, and Al Ullman, D-Ore., chairman of the tax-writing Ways and Means Committee, both lost their reelection bids. The man in line to succeed either of them—rules bar him from holding both seats—is Rep. Dan Rostenkowski of Chicago.

Rostenkowski has said Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., and Majority Leader Jim Wright, D-Tex., have told him he would get choice. Although Rostenkowski has said he has not reached a decision, the early betting on Capitol Hill is that he will wind up as chairman of the Ways and Means Committee.

Because of the panel's power over the nation's tax system, many consider it the top committee in the House, although Appropriations is a close second.

Despite the type of analysis usually ranks Foreign Relations as the most prestigious committee in the House. Republicans have captured control of the Senate and Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., highest-ranking GOP member of the panel, has primary rank. The subsequent bid for reelection as Senate majority leader failed, it seems just about certain the chairmanship will go to Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill.

President-elect Ronald Reagan, who recently approved the strategic arms treaty currently before the Senate, has yet to comment on the House Appropriations Committee's four-year budget. But again, a reshuffling at the start of the new Congress. A reshuffling of Illinoisans on the panel. Appropriations is considered a fast-track committee because running for the top spot, majority leader. Known for his skill at the nuts and bolts of legislation, he faces a tough battle for the position with Rep. Guy Vanden Jagt, R-Mich., chairman of one of the party's largest campaign financing committees and one of the most powerful GOP senators.

If Michel was the post and was able to entrench himself in it, and Republicans captured control of the House within the next four to six years, the Pork Belt would be in position to become speaker. While waiting for that possibility, he would be a key bridge in negotiations between majority Republicans in the Senate and the Democratic majority in the House, as well as a frequently seen figure on the Sunday morning interview shows.

Also gaming for a committee chairmanship is Rep. Paul Simon, D-Ill. His rivals in the race to head the Budget Committee included:

- **Guy Vander Jagt**, R-Mich., at most, but certain to include three major committee chairmen—two of them at the helm of what are often viewed as Capitol Hill's most prestigious committees.

- **Early** 1981, for the 97th Congress, Illinoisans Majority Whip, but certain to include many consider the third-ranked Democratic chairmen of important roles Illinoisans for the period.

- **Majority Republicans in the House** will be heading the budget committee, which all bills must pass through. According to Rep. John Brademas, the choice, the Illinois lineup in the new Congress could be impressive. Rep. John Brademas, D-Ind., who currently holds the third-ranked Democratic post of majority whip, and Al Ullman, D-Ore., chairman of the tax-writing Ways and Means Committee, both lost their reelection bids. The man in line to succeed either of them—rules bar him from holding both seats—is Rep. Dan Rostenkowski of Chicago.

- **Rostenkowski** has said Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., and Majority Leader Jim Wright, D-Tex., have told him he would get choice. Although Rostenkowski has said he has not reached a decision, the early betting on Capitol Hill is that he will wind up as chairman of the Ways and Means Committee.

- Because of the panel's power over the nation's tax system, many consider it the top committee in the House, although Appropriations is a close second.

- Despite the type of analysis usually ranks Foreign Relations as the most prestigious committee in the House. Republicans have captured control of the Senate and Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., highest-ranking GOP member of the panel, has primary rank. The subsequent bid for reelection as Senate majority leader failed, it seems just about certain the chairmanship will go to Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill.

- President-elect Ronald Reagan, who recently approved the strategic arms treaty currently before the Senate, has yet to comment on the House Appropriations Committee's four-year budget. But again, a reshuffling at the start of the new Congress. A reshuffling of Illinoisans on the panel. Appropriations is considered a fast-track committee because running for the top spot, majority leader. Known for his skill at the nuts and bolts of legislation, he faces a tough battle for the position with Rep. Guy Vanden Jagt, R-Mich., chairman of one of the party's largest campaign financing committees and one of the most powerful GOP senators.

- If Michel was the post and was able to entrench himself in it, and Republicans captured control of the House within the next four to six years, the Pork Belt would be in position to become speaker. While waiting for that possibility, he would be a key bridge in negotiations between majority Republicans in the Senate and the Democratic majority in the House, as well as a frequently seen figure on the Sunday morning interview shows.

- Also gaming for a committee chairmanship is Rep. Paul Simon, D-Ill. His rivals in the race to head the Budget Committee included:

- **Guy Vander Jagt**, R-Mich., at most, but certain to include three major committee chairmen—two of them at the helm of what are often viewed as Capitol Hill's most prestigious committees.

- **Early** 1981, for the 97th Congress, Illinoisans Majority Whip, but certain to include many consider the third-ranked Democratic chairmen of important roles Illinoisans for the period.
Opera ‘speaks’ universal language

By Carrie Sweeney

Focus Editor
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registration. Housing payments can still be paid by installments with no additional charge, if paid on time.

Mailing address

It is important—and your responsibility—to have a current mailing address on file with the University. This may be your local address, your parents‘ address, or any address most convenient for you. You may report address changes to either the Office of Admissions and Records, the Bursar’s Office, or the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance.

Pay by mail

Payment by mail is encouraged. There is no need to stand in lines to pay charges assessed to your account. Your cancelled check will serve as your receipt and your payments made between billings will be reflected on the next billing statement of your account. You can save the cost of a stamp by depositing your payment (in an envelope) in the drop box at the University Avenue entrance to Woody Hall any time, day or night. Drop boxes are also located in Lentz Hall, Trueblood Hall, and Grinnell Hall.

Partial payments

The Bursar can now accept partial payments on the total amount you owe (also see “Cancellation of Registration”). Your payment will be applied to the oldest charges first and you will be charged a 1% per month service charge on the unpaid amount at the next billing date.

Financial aid credits

Grants such as EEOG, SEOG, STS, and private cash scholarships or awards will be credited directly to your account to pay any past balance due as well as amounts due for the current semester. If the amount paid is greater than the amount due, the balance will be credited by check. Guaranteed State Loans and NSLS checks cannot be directly credited to your account and must still be picked up in the Bursar’s Office in person.

Refunds

Refunds for registration charges or for charges such as the $5.00 fee (upon request) and the Student Health fee (for duplicate copies) will be made only by a credit to your account. When your account has a credit balance because of cash overpayment (the University owes you), a check will be mailed to you. Normally, there will be a three-week waiting period before the refund is authorized.

Cancellation of registration

At the beginning of each semester, your registration will be cancelled if all past-due amounts and the first installment for tuition and fees have not been paid by the cancellation deadline.

Waiver of cancellation

Those students who are experiencing a delay in the receipt of verified financial aid can avoid the cancellation of registration by requesting a cancellation waiver through the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance. There is no charge for a cancellation waiver. However, if the full amount for registration fees is not paid before the final installment is due, then the student will be subject to the charges for the installment plan.

Questions and errors

By keeping the detailed transaction portion of your monthly billing statement you will have a convenient record of your business with the University. If you find an error on the statement, bring that to the attention of the Bursar’s Office. Questions about specific charges may be referred to the office responsible for that service transaction.
'Fade to Black' relies solely on Dennis Christopher's talents

By Bill Crowe
Entertainment Editor

"Fade to Black" is one of those mediocre, almost "made-for-TV" films that can be both applauded and booted at the same time. What it lacks in substance it makes up with a fine performance by Dennis ('"Breaking Away"') Christopher.

The movie relies solely on Christopher's acting talents and foresees any kind of plausible storyline or character development other than that created by the star himself.

Christopher, who created a playful demeanor of innocent youth in "Breaking Away," does a 180-degree turn in "Fade to Black." He plays Eric Binford, a frail, disturbed young man obsessed with watching classic old movies and whose aunt, boss and fellow workers relented taunt and jeer at him. He lives in a fantasy land populated by visions of Marilyn Monroe, James Cagney and the Creature from the Black Lagoon.

The torment inside Binford's soul mounts until he throws his crippled aunt down a flight of stairs in an effective remake of Robert Wight's haunting scene from "Kiss of Death." Giggling and wide-eyed in a great, Widowmaker impersonation, Christopher sets the tone for the rest of the film.

Binford goes on to commit several brutal murders in the ghastly guise of Dracula, a mummified lout down Hollywood, who exuded a rather complex, self-awareness. It's easy to say that he's "getting revenge on those who have done him wrong." But, the best thrillers go a step beyond that and create multi-dimensional characters whose motives are not simple, but rather complex and often nearly inaccessible.

Christopher, a fine young actor whose talents are now deservedly in demand in Hollywood, tries his best and does a good job. He is, however, ultimately thwarted by the ponderous, cardboard-y material he's given to work with.

Even a fine actor can only go so far, as Christopher does in "Fade to Black." They all need some screenwriting help, and he doesn't get it in this case.
Voting is brisk as Chicago police consider union

CHICAGO (AP) — Brisk voting was reported Monday in a runoff balloting by police officers to determine whether they will be unionized — amid predictions that a proposed giant pay raise for the chief would result in a union victory.

More than 4,600 of the 10,274 officers eligible to vote had done so by noon, officials said. Police under the rank of sergeant voted from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. at 46 districts and five other locations on whether to have the Fraternal Order of Police represent them as a bargaining agent with the city or whether to continue a traditional handshake agreement.

The department is the nation’s largest non-unionized force. But a majority of those who can vote already had voiced approval for a union.

On Oct. 16, the various competing groups seeking to represent the police outpolled the “no single representative” question by more than three-to-one.

Candidates for 1980 Homecoming King and Queen are (left to right): freshmen Jill Garrison, off-campus, and Rosalind Loya; Brush Towers; second row-Dawn Sardy, Greek Park, and Carol Harves, the Greeks; third row-Nancy Plant, Thompson Point, Randy Retka, Greeks, and Thomas Craig, University Park; fourth row-Charles Meredith, off-campus, and Michael Hero, Thompson Point. Not pictured: Tony Smith, Brush Towers.

Homecoming court election set

Voting for the king and queen competition of the 1980 “Nostalgia 50s-60s: Rebels Without A Cause” Homecoming festivities will take place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday at the first floor subdivision area of the Student Center.

Candidates for both the king and queen competition have been nominated from each of the following housing categories: Brush Towers, the Greeks (fraternities and sororities), off-campus, Thompson Point and University Park. Students must present a fee statement to be eligible to vote. The winners will be announced at the snake dance and bonfire at 7:30 p.m. Friday at the south Arena parking lot.

Preparations for the Homecoming celebration are already under way. Activities will include: painting of the window painting contest Wednesday; mum sales, the bonfire and a Student Center open house Friday, and the Homecoming parade, football game, mum sales and the Frank Zappa concert Saturday.

TO THE PEOPLE WHO HELPED AND THE VOTERS WHO GAVE ME THEIR SUPPORT, I SINCERELY SAY

THANK YOU, I LOOK FORWARD TO SERVING ALL THE PEOPLE OF JACKSON COUNTY AS STATE’S ATTORNEY.

JOHN CLEMONS

PAID FOR BY CLEMONS FOR STATE’S ATTORNEY COMMITTEE.

MICKEY KOMANOS, TREASURER

On toast with citrus salad $2.75

Biloxi Shrimp

SHRIMP NEWBURG

Breakfast & Lunch
6 Sunday Brunch 549.8522

CASTLETON FLIGHT

To the people who helped and the voters who gave me their support, I sincerely say.

Thank you, I look forward to serving all the people of Jackson County as State’s Attorney.

John Clemons

Paid for by Clemons for State’s Attorney Committee.

Mickey Komanos, Treasurer

The Fanny warmer

Our all-purpose, all around sincere

to women who never

stop! Weather resistant cotton/poly

blend is lined with quilted

fleece and non-twist

bottom seam. Cut in sizes from

smallest to 18.

59.90

In corduroy.

69.90

LADIES COATS

March 17, 1980

First in fashion in Terre Haute, Danville, Mattoon, Marion and Carbondale

The Fanny

Warmer

In corduroy.

69.90

LADIES COATS

March 17, 1980

First in fashion in Terre Haute, Danville, Mattoon, Marion and Carbondale
Reagan’s hometown becomes hot property for trivia lovers

By Wayne Slater
Associated Press Writer

DIXON — Quick! What famed political figure has been called a "Dutch" swimmer from Dixon, who won a national college championship and later became the leader of the free world, Tony Rebound? Prove your knowledge of pop culture with this fun puzzle!

Across:
1. Guide — 1928 — Varsity star, Dixon swimming champion
3. Vowel group — Chicago hot property for trivia lovers
5. Mugs — Dixon high school drama coach
9. Crash — 1928 — Varsity star, Dixon swimming champion
14. Man’s name — Dixon swimming champion
15. Biblical man — Dixon swimming champion
16. Celebrity — Dixon swimming champion
17. Descend deity — Dixon swimming champion
18. Completed — Dixon swimming champion
19. Performer — Dixon swimming champion
20. Garments — Dixon swimming champion
22. Relative — Dixon swimming champion
24. Cut up — Dixon swimming champion
26. Wheel part — Dixon swimming champion
27. Enlarge — Dixon swimming champion
29. Same genus — Dixon swimming champion
30. Varsity — Dixon swimming champion
33. Keep aloft — Dixon swimming champion
35. Two words — Dixon swimming champion
37. Control — Dixon swimming champion
38. Brushes — Dixon swimming champion
39. Short poem — Dixon swimming champion
40. Trick — Dixon swimming champion
41. Lovely one — Dixon swimming champion
42. Singer — Dixon swimming champion
43. Born — Dixon swimming champion
44. Assumed — Dixon swimming champion
45. Assumed — Dixon swimming champion
46. Tower — Dixon swimming champion
47. Attack — Dixon swimming champion
49. Giants — Dixon swimming champion
53. Old World — Dixon swimming champion
55. Stinger — Dixon swimming champion
56. Southern Illinois — Dixon swimming champion
57. Carved shoe — Dixon swimming champion
58. Heisman — Dixon swimming champion
59. Grade — Dixon swimming champion
61. Melody — Dixon swimming champion
62. Unique — Dixon swimming champion
63. Pencil — Dixon swimming champion
64. That Sp. — Dixon swimming champion
65. Champion — Dixon swimming champion
66. Digg — Dixon swimming champion
67. Fence — Dixon swimming champion
68. Up — Dixon swimming champion
69. Down — Dixon swimming champion
70. Swimmers' leader — Dixon swimming champion
71. Loose — Dixon swimming champion
72. Breaks — Dixon swimming champion
73. Slope — Dixon swimming champion
74. Lovebird — Dixon swimming champion
75. Dr. — Dixon swimming champion
76. Delicious — Dixon swimming champion
77. Swimmer's leader — Dixon swimming champion
78. Drill — Dixon swimming champion
79. Mugs — Dixon swimming champion
80. Ancient — Dixon swimming champion

Down:
1. All — Dixon swimming champion
2. Hours: — Dixon swimming champion
3. Stock — Dixon swimming champion
4. Southem Illinois — Dixon swimming champion
5. Etc. — Dixon swimming champion
6. Sunday — Dixon swimming champion
7. Schuyler — Dixon swimming champion
8. Women — Dixon swimming champion
9. Murderer — Dixon swimming champion
10. In — Dixon swimming champion
11. Sow — Dixon swimming champion
12. June — Dixon swimming champion
13. Days: — Dixon swimming champion
14. To — Dixon swimming champion
15. For — Dixon swimming champion
16. Cen — Dixon swimming champion
17. First — Dixon swimming champion
18. Double — Dixon swimming champion
19. First — Dixon swimming champion
20. Gain — Dixon swimming champion
21. Long — Dixon swimming champion
22. Adweek — Dixon swimming champion
23. Since — Dixon swimming champion
24. Getting — Dixon swimming champion
25. Mugs — Dixon swimming champion
26. This! — Dixon swimming champion
27. Classmate — Dixon swimming champion
28. Steve — Dixon swimming champion
29. Those — Dixon swimming champion
30. Stole — Dixon swimming champion
31. My — Dixon swimming champion
32. What — Dixon swimming champion
33. All — Dixon swimming champion
34. For — Dixon swimming champion
35. Nine — Dixon swimming champion
36. This — Dixon swimming champion
37. Mugs — Dixon swimming champion
38. Month — Dixon swimming champion
39. These — Dixon swimming champion
40. The — Dixon swimming champion
41. Short — Dixon swimming champion
42. Vowel group — Dixon swimming champion
43. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
44. For — Dixon swimming champion
45. Jack — Dixon swimming champion
46. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
47. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
48. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
49. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
50. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
51. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
52. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
53. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
54. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
55. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
56. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
57. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
58. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
59. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
60. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
61. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
62. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
63. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
64. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
65. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
66. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
67. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
68. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
69. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
70. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
71. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
72. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
73. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
74. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
75. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
76. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
77. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
78. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
79. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion
80. Dutch — Dixon swimming champion

Tuesday’s Puzzle

Across:
1. Guide — 1928 — Varsity star, Dixon swimming champion
5. Vowel group — Chicago hot property for trivia lovers
9. Crash — 1928 — Varsity star, Dixon swimming champion
14. Man’s name — Dixon swimming champion
15. Biblical man — Dixon swimming champion
16. Celebrity — Dixon swimming champion
17. Descend deity — Dixon swimming champion
18. Completed — Dixon swimming champion
19. Performer — Dixon swimming champion
20. Garments — Dixon swimming champion
22. Relative — Dixon swimming champion
24. Cut up — Dixon swimming champion
26. Wheel part — Dixon swimming champion
27. Enlarge — Dixon swimming champion
29. Same genus — Dixon swimming champion
30. Varsity — Dixon swimming champion
33. Keep aloft — Dixon swimming champion
35. Two words — Dixon swimming champion
37. Control — Dixon swimming champion
38. Brushes — Dixon swimming champion
39. Short poem — Dixon swimming champion
40. Trick — Dixon swimming champion
41. Lovely one — Dixon swimming champion
42. Singer — Dixon swimming champion
43. Born — Dixon swimming champion
44. Assumed — Dixon swimming champion
45. Assumed — Dixon swimming champion
46. Tower — Dixon swimming champion
47. Attack — Dixon swimming champion
49. Giants — Dixon swimming champion
53. Old World — Dixon swimming champion

Don’t Miss This
Fantastic Jewelry SALE!
20%-50% off everything

Don’t’s Jewelry
400 S. Illinois
Carbondale
457-5221

SECRET CHANCE
— PRESENTS —

40¢ Drafts
and
90¢ Speedrails
for only a $1.00 Cover
plus the Rock-A-Billy
music of "SHAKESPEARE'S RIO"
213 E. Main
549-3922

Tampa Tornado until four
days later, Feb. 13, 1911:
"John Reagan’s father has been
calling 27 inches a yard
and giving 17 ounces for a pound
this week at Pilkey’s store
because he has been feeling so
justified over the arrival of a 16-
bound boy Monty."
The Reagan family moved
to Dixon when he was 6. Of the
five houses they lived in remain
standing, except the fourth one
on Galena Avenue which was
torn down for a McDonald’s fast
food restaurant.
It was Bernard Frazer,
Reagan’s high school drama
coach, who recalled the day his
young student dove for an hour
or more to retrieve the lost
dentures of an elderly swimmer.
"He got a $5 reward," Frater
recalls. "And it was a lot of
money in those days."

But only the most serious
scholar of Reagan lore is likely
to know the name of the 1966 GE
theater television program in
which he starred with wife
Nancy. It was called "A Turkey
for President."
Carbondale school children help select state animal

By Melody Cook
Staff Writer

Carbondale’s under-18 crowd displayed their enthusiasm during election week by holding special elections to select the state animal.

Two Carbondale schools, Parrish School, on North Parrish Lane, and Lincoln Junior High School, on South Washington Avenue, also held separate elections for the animal of the kids’ choice. The results, due in Springfield for tabulation by the state board of education, are unknown, but were deemed to help strengthen the already-solid statewide lead for the white-tailed deer.

The deer received 168 votes, 41 percent of the total 407 cast by the two schools. Of those votes, 168 were received from Lincoln Junior High students, as the deer overwhelmingly won over the school. The raccoon, with 89 votes, and the red fox, with 58 votes, came in second and third.

The raccoon received the most support from Parrish School where at least some students cast their ballots its way. Next-best rankings were the deer and fox, with 21 and 20 votes each.

A balloting sample by The Associated Press showed the white-tailed deer ahead in the state with 35 percent of the 19,716 votes sampled. The raccoon followed with 27 percent.

Other animals on the ballots but not faring as well were the squirrel, the ground squirrel and the opossum. The fox received 11 Lincoln Junior High votes and 6 Parrish School votes, the ground squirrel 8 and 5 votes, and the opossum 4 and 6 votes. No votes were recorded for write-in candidates.

The ballots were designed and the elections supervised by Pat Seary’s seventh-grade social studies class at Lincoln Junior High School and Mary Lou Goodman’s fifth-grade class at Parrish School. The junior high chose Nov. 6 as election day, while the elementary school, keeping pace with the national “top dog” selection day, chose Nov. 4.

Spokespersons from Carbondale’s four other elementary schools—Lewis, Springfield, Thomas and Winkler—said they were not aware of other schools’ participation in the state-wide election for state animal and they said were not aware of any plans for the elections to be held at their schools.

Chinese theater members speak universal dialect

(Continued from Page 2)

and frill-looking queen, dressed in an exquisite white silk pajama suit, adorned with bead embroidery of all colors, flipped her hair, twirled swords, and swished skirts with swooping ease. As is customary with Chinese theater, the audience applauded spontaneously.

After a brief intermission, the theater company returned with two plays that used a touch of comedy and treated the first half of the program. “The Drunken Court Lady” evoked laughter from the audience with the irony of a proper court lady getting deadly drunk. The Coronavirus, because His Majesty, Emperor Ming Huang, has visited another lady instead of attending the banquet she has prepared for him.

Although Yang Kuo Fai does not gain His Majesty’s attention, she does manage to entertain the boys. The second play, “The Rest of the Heroes” sang and danced.

Perhaps the most visually splendid and understandable (plot-wise) vignette was “The Leopard.” Not only was the subject of this performance a ceremonial performance by actors portraying a tiger and a monkey, but also to an elaborate array of costumes, face-painting and acrobatics.

As the legend goes, a demon named Leopard falls in love with Miss Liu and asks her father for permission to marry her, threatening death if he is denied. She is accompanied by a merry traveler accompanied by Omniscient Monkey, Greedy Pig and Sanwiched, two other characters sang and danced.

The trick does not work. Leopard is defeated and returns home, but not before all the characters can display their tremendous acrobatic and dance abilities. Without a doubt saving the best for last, the group, adorned with magnificent costumes and headpieces, closed the show with an unforgettable surge of back hand springs and somersaults.

Although difficult to understand, the performance by the National Chinese Opera was excellent in every way of the entertainment. And although there were few Chinese speaking people in the audience, there were no language or cultural barriers as the actors responded to the universal language of applause with bright smiles and waves.
Investigative reporter amused by newfound glamour in field

By Michael Monson
Staff Writer

When Dick Krantz smiles, his face contradicts itself. The mouth turns up at the corners, and the teeth flash, but his eyes belie his grin. He seems a bit dit-dit-dit around people. As Krantz himself admits, "I'm somewhat of a loner. I think most investigative reporters are the last eight as an investigative reporter. He has worked for the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, the Louisville Times and for television station WHS in Louisville, a CBS affiliate.

Krantz's new base of operations is at SIU-C. After years of chasing stories, Krantz started teaching investigative and writing and reporting this fall so that his wife, Judy, can pursue a doctorate in environmental operations at Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein topped a president.

"Investigative reporting is not nearly as glamorous as it might seem," he says. "It takes lots of time, lots of patience and lots of perseverance."

Krantz had been a reporter for 15 years—the last eight as an investigative reporter. He has worked for the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, the Louisville Times and for television station WHS in Louisville, a CBS affiliate.

Krantz's new base of operations is at SIU-C. After years of chasing stories, Krantz started teaching investigative and writing and reporting this fall so that his wife, Judy, can pursue a doctorate in environmental operations at Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein topped a president.

"Investigative reporting is not nearly as glamorous as it might seem," he says. "It takes lots of time, lots of patience and lots of perseverance."

A popular teacher with his students, Krantz is known in many respects as the stereotypical reporter. He chews gum and smokes a cigarette. Mechanical contractions like the moving pictures or fits. But like all good reporters, Krantz has an analytical and well-grounded eye.

He would need to become a journalist his senior year in college. His major was communications, and his intention was to become a political journalist. A close friend persuaded him to come along with him to a rush fraternity weekend at the University of Missouri—a school noted for its excellence in journalism.

As Krantz recalls it, "It was the end of the first week of Oklahoma Missouri football game and the town (Columbia, Missouri) was generally quiet. Everybody was shooting, 'To hell with Gehrke, we're going to Oklahoma.' Well, I took a look around me, at the campus, the spirit and the girls, and I decided to hell with the Oklahoma school I was going to become a journalist."

Summer jobs with the Globe-Democrat followed, first as a

Investigative reporter Richard Krantz has copywriter close at hand.

"To the naked eye, the traffic court was just a helter-skelter of people saying this and people saying that," Krantz said. "You didn't know what was going on in there.

A source finally told Krantz that if he wanted to make sense out of the traffic court, he would need someone to sit in the courtroom each day and take notes of what went on.

This was an impossible task for Krantz because of his daily reporting responsibilities. Then came the stroke of luck.

By chance, a graduate student at Washington University gave Krantz a call. She explained that she was doing a project for the American Civil Liberties Union investigating whether the courts were protecting civil rights. She asked him for his help and advice.

Krantz cut a deal. He would help the student all he could if she would sit in traffic court for each day and write notes of everything that occurred. She did.

"The girl took wonderful notes," Krantz recalls, but at the last stage he didn't know what to do with them. He kept the notes to himself and continued his private investigation, telling no one at the Globe-Democrat.

A few months later, Krantz's editor received a tip that there was ticket fixing in the courts and wanted Krantz to work on the story.

(Continued on Page 13)

International Fashions

Come in and discover the wide variety of fashions we have to accent your personality. You'll find quality clothing that you can't find anywhere else but International Fashions.

BIG Savings for Christmas

EVERYTHING IN STOCK 10% off
DRESSES 30%-40% off
2 Special Racks of Blouses $4.99-$7.99

New shipment of Christmas gift items!
Safe ends Saturday 11/13—DON'T MISS IT!
Mon-Sat 9am-6pm Sun 12-4 306 S. Illinois

Olympia Basketball Tournament
Nov. 17, 18 & 19
8-11 at SIU Arena
3-on-3 and 1-on-1 trophies
Sign up at the Student Center, Trueblood, Grinnell Hall, Le tz Hall and the Rec Center. Only $1 donation per person per tournament. For rules and more info-stop by Sign Station.
Sponsored by the Vets Club in cooperation with Olympia Bear.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS sponsors ANNUAL TURKEY TROT (3 mile cross country run) on SIU Campus for Men and Women
RUN BEGINS: 4:00 p.m. sharp, Monday, Nov. 17. Participants should report to the starting line (Arena fields) by 3:45 p.m.

ELIGIBLE: All SIU-C Students (except members of intercollegiate men's and women's cross country teams), and all FACULTY/STAFF members & SPOUSES WHO HAVE AN SRC Use Card or have paid the Turkey Trot entry fee of $2.00.

REGISTRATION: All participants must present ID & Fee Statement, SRC Use Card, Spouse Card or Certificate of Appointment Card to register. Sign up at Information Desk, Student Recreation Center by 3:30 p.m., Monday, November 17, or sign up at the course before the 4:00 start. Course maps available at Information Desk, SRC.

AWARDS: Medallions & TURKEYS PRESENTED TO FIRST PLACE MALE & female winners. Awards also presented to the male & female runners who finish closest to their predicted time.

GO FOR IT!!
Investigative reporter finds work tedious, boring

(Continued from Page 12)

"I told him, 'Yeah, I know. I'll probably be sitting on it all night for the last six months.'" Krantz said. "I told him I had read about doctors' hours, but he's an egotist. He assigned another reporter to work with me and said, 'Get the story.'"

The break came a few weeks later when Krantz began comparing the student's notes about his court docket. The story broke to be a grand jury later estimated the take from the ticket fixing scheme to be about $1 million a year.

The investigation was broken in May of 1972 and later when Krantz began The investigative series broke Heywood Broun Investigative Journalism Awards. First place went to Woodward and Bernstein. Krantz estimates that he has broken or helped to break over 100 investigative stories in his career.

In his classes, Krantz tells some of his favorite investigative stories with relish. Years later, he can still recall the dozens of painstaking steps it took him to clairty just one aspect of a story. He is always careful to temper his students' enthusiasm with reminders of all the tedious hours of research that went into his stories. "If you haven't got a high boredom threshold," he tells students, "you probably won't make a good investigative reporter."

The students, who were hoping for some of Krantz's favorite investigative stories, crashed his happy half-hour-so-visit, "OK, ya got me." The students laugh and Krantz cracks his half-hour half-sad smile.

One gets the sense that a patient, intelligent and "basically shy" man has chosen his profession well.

Notice: Time Change for Night Safety Bus and Women's Safety Transit

The NIGHT SAFETY BUS operates hourly starting at the Student Center each hour, and finishing at the Recreation Center just before the next hour. It will end for the evening at the Student Center at 12 Midnight. The Night Safety Bus operates evenings only, Sunday through Thursday. The Night Safety Bus is for men and women of the University community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Route 1</th>
<th>Route 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:00</td>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>8:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:05</td>
<td>7:05</td>
<td>8:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:10</td>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>8:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15</td>
<td>7:15</td>
<td>8:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:20</td>
<td>7:20</td>
<td>8:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:25</td>
<td>7:25</td>
<td>8:25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACCESSIBLE TO ALL.

THE WOMEN'S SAFETY TRANSIT

Purpose

To serve individual University women who are traveling alone and from education reasons. A university transit can not be expected upon request to provide transportation. Phone 453-2272 There is a charge for this service

Operational Limits

Educated drivers of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.

Operational Hours

Seven nights a week, starting at dusk until 12 midnight. This service will not operate during scheduled breaks. Adjustments are made to the hours of operation. The service shall be made when the night hours are longer and at least eleven before when the library hours are extended.

Misdemeanor

Shall be limited to women associated with the university. They are: students, staff faculty, and volunteers with student cards. A credit card may be obtained from the Student Service Office, Woods Hall 9 & 9A. Phone 453-2272. Please, call 2766 for Priority. There is a charge for this service.

FaintCHEER.

Geographical Limits:

Carbondale.

There is no charge for the Women's Safety Transit and Night Safety Bus as these services are supported by the Campus Safety Fee.
Daily Egyptian

The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for more than one day's advertisement. Advertising is responsible for checking their advertisements. They are not be held or paid for the advertisement which occurs in the first instance. The advertisement will be adjusted if you are not satisfied with the final result or if you wish to cancel your ad. Call 535-3111 before 12:00 noon cancellation in the next day’s issue.

Classified Information Rates:
1/2 column inch minimum $1.00
Two Days—5 cents per word, per day
Three or Four Days—6 cents per word, per day
Five Days—7 cents per word, per day
Ten or Twenty Days—6 cents per word, per day
Twenty or More Days—5 cents per word, per day

WARNING:
Any ad which is not in any manner or canceled will revert to the base applicable for the number of insertions it appears. There will be no rebates added for cancellations. 1/10.90 to cover the cost of the necessary paper advertising. must be paid in advance except for those accounts with established credits.

Reach US... 223-5789

Parts & Services

THE HUNTER BOYS • three headers and one back window for $1, last price advertised was $1,130.00! Room 311.

123 S. Illinois 549-5013 ( squircher the email station)

FOREIGN CAR PARTS

GLOBAL AUTO

Carbondale

For Services:

PATE M, DAIDK.
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Bishops argue Marx document

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. Catholic bishops tangled briefly Monday over a proposed papal message on the Communist surge. One of them, called the document an "ivory tower" treatment ignoring worldwide communist oppression.

The document, centered on whether an alliance existed between Christianity and communism, may allow any dialogue or cooperation between them, concludes that such practical efforts are fraught with causes of world peace and eradicating global poverty.

Bishop Mark J. Hurley of Santa Rosa, Calif., said the statement "deliberately leaves out violations of human rights all over the world" and fails to express "compassion for people suffering under this great blow.

This "seems to leave us in a position of being accused of living in an ivory tower," he said.

The 10,000-word paper, drawn up over the last two years as a teaching guide to Catholics, was introduced on the opening day of the annual meeting of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops.

Bishop Joseph A. McNicholas of Springfield, Ill., head of the committee that drafted it, said it intentionally focused only on philosophical aspects of communism, rather than political and military ramifications.

Hurley said "dethroning the demarcation of the philosophy of Marxism," he said.

Regarding criticisms by some bishops that it minimized communist influence in this country and failed to cite its intellectual sway on college campuses, he said that to meet these objections would "seem to be putting ourselves on some kind of witch hunt." Hurley and Bishop Leo T. Mayer of San Diego, Calif., had contended the document brushed off the academic influence of Marxism in this country in presenting a technical, historical view of reality.

---

Campus Briefs

The Society for Advancement of Management will hold a meeting at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Student Center. This is the final day to turn in packages for the St. Louis trip. Dick Gray, a career planning and placement will be the guest speaker at the meeting.

The Conway Diet Institute holds classes every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Marion Library. The series of weekly educational seminars deal with the social and emotional factors contributing to overweight. Participants are given a brochured 1,000 calorie-a-day diet.

The Carbondale Branch of the American Association of University Women will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Faculty Club at the intersection of Elizabeth and Grand in Carbondale. The program will be "The University as a Resource for the Adult Woman" and will feature a discussion of the attractions which draw a woman to return to her alma mater and the problems she may encounter there.

The SIU-C men's swimming and diving teams will host a swimming clinic from 5 to 6 p.m. in the Student Center pool. Participants will be given ability-level workouts designed to test endurance, kicking, pulling and stroke work and an explanation of how to read a swim-and-stay-fit workout.

The Student Advertising Association requests that its members attend the advertising seminar presented by Norman McDougle of Dynamic Graphics, Inc., instead of the regular scheduled meeting. The seminar is scheduled for 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in Lawson 151.

The USO Task Force will sponsor two public evenings concerning the proposed $30 athletic fee increase. The hearings will be held Tuesday at 6 p.m. in Lenox Hall and at 7:30 p.m. in Trueblood Hall. Gale Myers, director of men's intercollegiate athletics, and Charlotte West, director of women's intercollegiate athletics, will speak for the increase. Ricardo Caballero, former president of the Student Senate, will speak against the increase.

Bruce C. Appleby, associate professor of English at SIU-C, has been appointed to the National Council of Teachers of English Commission on Media. The commission will identify and report to the NCTE executive committee on current key issues in the teaching of media and review what the NCTE has done during the year to encourage excellence in the teaching of media.

---

Health News

As a Twi Is Bent So Grows the Child

BY DR. ROY S. WHITE
Doctor of Chiropractic

News stories regarding the incidence of otitis media have been so frequent lately that you may have been one of the many who have wondered whether the increased incidence of otitis media can be attributed to some of the schools in this country.

Otitis media is a type of ear infection that primarily affects young children. It is commonly referred to as "Middle Ear Disease." The disease is characterized by pain, redness and swelling of the eardrum, and difficulty in hearing.

The incidence of otitis media has increased dramatically in recent years. The reasons for this increase are not well understood, but are believed to be related to changes in the way children are cared for, as well as changes in the environment in which they live.

The disease is caused by the presence of bacteria or viruses in the middle ear. The bacteria or viruses enter the middle ear through the eustachian tube, which connects the middle ear to the back of the throat.

The disease can be prevented by avoiding exposure to the bacteria or viruses that cause it. It can also be treated with antibiotics or other medications. If left untreated, the disease can lead to hearing loss and other complications.

Health professionals agree that the best way to prevent otitis media is to keep children healthy and to avoid exposure to the bacteria or viruses that cause it. They also agree that if the disease does develop, it should be treated as soon as possible.

---

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS

Whole line of products

ALL YOU CAN EAT

$2.69

TUESDAY BUFFET SPECIAL

Featuring the famous Village Inn Super Salad Bar and Soup Bar, plus a variety of our delicious Pizza, Italian Pasties and delicately seasoned Chicken Breast. It's "All You Can Eat," so come back as often as you like.

5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

VILLAGE INN PIZZA PARLOR

1700 W. MAIN 549-7323

---

ABC

Stroh's

$3.89

RHINELANDER

$4.49

BUSCH

$3.75

WIEDEMANN

$1.39

Goebel's

$1.45

Yago

$1.69

---

BookWorld

Ad Good Thru Thursday 11-18-80

139 N. Washington

545-5721

ALL BEER ICE COLD

EASTGATE LIQUOR MART

THE WINE STORE

$4.19

12 pak cans

$5.19

12 pak cans

$7.49

12 pak cans

$8.09

12 pak cans

---

Salesman WANTED

Home Office

Coca Cola

Dr. Roy S. White
C/O Carbondale

Chiropractic Clinic

163 S. Washington

Carbondale, IL 62901

(618) 457-3137

---

Springs in geometric shapes. The pattern is designed with a variety of sizes and colors to create a dynamic and eye-catching appearance. The use of geometric shapes lends a modern and contemporary feel to the design. The overall effect is a harmonious blend of nature and geometry, resulting in a visually appealing pattern.
Cutback Amendment author lays plans for new initiative

SPRINGFIELD (AP) — If you were among the some 2 million people like Patrick Quinn's last ideas — to cut a third of the Illinois House's seats — you'd still be toying with the future.
The idea of imposing a cutback amendment to the state Constitution to allow citizens to pass laws directly, not just constitutional amendments, would be just the kind of thing to chase, Quinn said.
Quinn, a candidate for the statewide Coalition for Political Honesty, is also chief author of the citizens' ballot proposal approved last week, to cut 90 of the House's seats beginning with the 1983 Legislative session.
More than 66 percent of those voting on the question, or over 2 million voters, approved the so-called Cutback Amendment.
It was the first binding referendum put on a statewide ballot in Illinois through citizen initiative efforts. It demands a tremendous education for the 8-year-old coalition's 14,000 volunteers.
"The cutback was a shot in the arm for our people," said Quinn, who was the political action chair during the administration of Gov. Daniel Walker. "I think the process of doing it, of collecting petitions over a two-year period, was a move to fight our opponents in court, was educational," he said. "It was important to feel they were losing. It's done. I think people liked what they saw, they liked the process, and now want more."
Until the 1970 State Constitution, a binding proposition such as the cutback was impossible in Illinois. The 1970 document allowed such actions, but only to change the legislative structure, not the constitution and only to change the structure of the Legislature.
Quinn said in a telephone interview from his parents' Hinsdale home that citizens need broader powers to write their own laws, on topics ranging from legislators' ethics to "lobbyists'" financial disclosure to open meetings to local property and state income taxes.
"There's an unbelievable support among people at the grassroots level for the initiative movement," said Quinn, who is a registered nurse in Hinsdale. "Our own poll showed that 87 percent of the opponents of the cutback, of what the cut back intended to do, still believed in the concept of initiative."
Quinn credits a younger brother with planting the initiative in the minds six years ago.
From Quinn attended college and law school in California and worked on a 1974 citizen initiative drive that resulted in a proposition to reform ethics standards for California officials, Quinn said.
Then brought the experience some and the Illinois coalition was born. Its first effort, which never panned out, aimed at ending a practice where lawmakers took their entire legislative salary at the start of their two-year term.
Then two years ago, in a lame-duck legislative session following the elections, the General Assembly approved hefty, 40 percent raises for its own members.
The 1979 legislative pay raises increased the anger.
They also catapulted the always-visible Quinn into the lead role of a movement to fight back against what he and many people called a "greedy" Legislature.
The instrument of punishment became the cutback proposition to top off the House's seats and change the 110-year-old cumulative voting method of electing House members.
"People are not happy with the status quo in Springfield," Quinn said. "The cutback proved to them that in a two-year period they could overhaul the system, change the rules and reform a Legislature unwilling to reform itself."
But Quinn said overhauling the General Assembly's structure, while worthwhile, was not sufficient to reform lawmakers own rules of ethical behavior or other things he'd like to see.
All of this, naturally, makes the University of Northwestern University Law School graduate, as the monthly magazine Illinois issues published by Sangamon State University said: "a man politicians love to hate."
Quinn's detractors often question the Findwick (Catholic) High School graduate's motives, usually in self-posed zones, wondering aloud what state office he really seeks and how he finances himself.
Quinn discounts such personal attacks. He said he has no present ambition to run for governor of Illinois, or for any other office.
"Citizen initiative, I think, is where it's really at," he said. "Initiative has more potential to make change in the less than anything, including political office."

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND:
THIRD CONSECUTIVE WEEK!
SOUTHEASTERN GOLD &
SILVER EXCHANGE

BUYING: 10-14-15 Karat Gold

- Wedding Rings
- Class Rings
- Pocket Watches
- Wrist Watches

Also Buying:
Silver Coins, Silver Dollars, Platinum, Sterling Silver, Clad Halves (1965-69)

BEST MOTOR LODGE
700 E. MAIN, C'DALE

How high will you let your fees get before you speak up? Well...now is your chance to say something.

USO is sponsoring Task Force Hearings to weigh the pros and cons of the temporary $10 athletic fee increase. Are you willing to support the increase? Come and tell us how you feel.

Tonight, November 11
6 p.m. Lentz Hall
8 p.m. Trueblood

Wednesday, November 12
7 p.m. Student Center Ballrooms

Who will speak?
Pro
Gale Sayers, Men's Athletic Director
Charlotte West, Women's Athletic Director
George R. Mace, V.P. University Relations

Con
Ricardo Caballero, member and past president of GSC

The discussion will be mediated by Todd Rogers, Chairman of the fee increase Task Force.

Provide some input—Voice your views
Fee increases affect us all!
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Doctor keeps practice in the family

By Colleen Moore

Robert Arthur is one family practitioner in Southern Illinois who truly cares about his patients. Arthur, 32, is the medical director for Rural Health, Inc., which has offices in Anna and Dongola. Rural Health, Inc., is funded primarily through the Department of Health and Human Services.

Arthur leaned forward, holding a coffee cup in his hand. "I'd say it's a deeply rewarding job because of the closeness with people."

He recalled a patient that came in one day just to say thanks for treating her cancer problem.

Other times, though, medicine is useless, and all that can help is comfort. "One guy wanted to die at home," Arthur said. "I just went out there to see him until he died."

The most common problem of the family is stress. Arthur said, "There are a lot of people who are just having problems with their spouse or with their children."

At his office, Arthur said as he glanced to the side, "A family unit has to be treated as a unit, I think."

Since family practitioners have to deal more with the person, family practice medicine is equal to or more difficult than other specialized areas, Arthur said. "And a good many times we have success where the specialist didn't have success."

His tie and white coat gave him a professional look. "Just on the cost basis, family physicians can deliver health care more efficiently."

Arthur devotes every day of the week to his career. But he was accustomed to putting in long hours as a medical student. 

Traveling eye school planned

CHICAGO (AP) — If eye doctors around the world can't visit America's medical schools for refresher courses on latest procedures, the founders of Project Orbis have a better idea: take a medical school to the doctors.

Eye physicians and other doctors in the non-profit group hope to send a specially outfitted DC-10 jet around the world beginning next year to teach new care techniques to their fellow physicians — and to learn from local specialties as well, said Dr. James Patton, an ophthalmologist.

Patton and other founders of Project Orbis estimate that eye care techniques commonly used in the United States could prevent or cure blindness in two-thirds of the 800 million people in the world predicted to lose their sight by the year 2000.

With the exception of a $1.3 million grant from the Aid for International Development, all money for the project has come from gifts and private foundations. A spokeswoman said the project needs $1.6 million dollars to get it off the ground and $2.3 million to keep it in the air the first year.
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Illini's aerial ace Dave Wilson throws scare into Buckeyes

By The Associated Press

Illinois quarterback Dave Wilson has them talking to themselves in the Big Ten following an unbelievable, record-smashing performance Saturday in a 49-42 loss to Ohio State.

"Dave Wilson just seems to be haunting me," said Purdue's Mark Herrmann, a fellow 6-2, 210-pound quarterback who thought he had the Big Ten passing record (436 yards). "I know I won't be haunted by people saying I had a good first half," said Ohio State Coach Earle Bruce, looking at the fact that Wilson completed 20 passes for 277 yards in the first half which was handled by Art Schlichter.

Schlichter completed 11 straight passes in the first half and finished with 17 of 21 for 294 yards and a record-breaking 19 touchdown passes. But his statistics paled next to Wilson's.

Wilson completed 43 of 69 passes for 421 yards and six touchdowns. Herrmann passed for 439 yards and three touchdowns and said "every week I beat him and he comes right back and gets me."

Three weeks ago Herrmann set a Big Ten record against Illinois with 371 passing yards and the game only to watch Wilson break the record in the second half with 435 yards. Herrmann thought his 439 yards against Iowa would stand only to hear of Wilson's magnificent performance. His 619 yards surpassed the NCAA record of 571 yards by Marc Wilson of Brigham Young. His 619 yards, 63 completions and 76 total passes all tied NCAA records and in a mere nine games has he passed for 2,731 yards to break the Illini career record held by Mike Wolla.

Despite Wilson's hercules, Ohio State managed to hang on for the victory in a game in which the Buckeyes once led 31-7 to remain in a three-way tie with Purdue and Michigan in the race for the Big Ten title and Rose Bowl bid.

Herrmann completed 26 of 34 passes in the rout of Iowa and Michigan rolled to a 24-0 victory over Wisconsin. Minnesota dumped Indiana 21-7 and Michigan State pounded winless Northwestern 48-10.

The big game this week finds Purdue at Michigan while Ohio State plays at Iowa. Then comes the final week with Purdue going against Indiana and Michigan facing Ohio State.

Michigan has the toughest winship but if the Wolverine win their last two games, they will be the champions. If Purdue and Ohio State both win their last two games and it for the title, Ohio State would get the Rose Bowl bid because of a better overall record.

Ohio State lost only to UCLA overall while Purdue dropped nonconference decisions to Notre Dame and UCLA. Other games this Saturday find Ohio State at Indiana, Wisconsin at Northwestern and Michigan State at Minnesota.

Squids split weekend games

The SIU-C Squids wheelchair basketball team split a pair of games over the weekend in St. Louis. On Saturday, the Squids were thumped by the St. Louis Twisters, 47-25. Doug Plastas had seven points for the Squids, while Mike Schlichter had six apiece.

On Sunday, the Squids boomed back by defeating the St. Louis Gateway Gliders, 36-23. Wubomba had a team-high 39 points, Plastas scored eight and Woodrow had seven. The Squids will take a 6-4 record into their game against the University of Illinois at 6 p.m. Saturday at the Recreation Building.

Student is martial arts champ

Javan Sherrell, a member of the SIU-C self defense club, captured first-place honors in the light heavyweight brown belt division at the NCAA Taekwondo Classic Nov. 1 in St. Louis. Mo.

Sherrell, a senior at SIU-C, won all his one-on-one eliminations against collegiate fighters from across the nation to reach the finals.

To win the national AAU championships.

Sherrell studies Taekwondo, Do or Korean karate, under third-degree black belt Jeff Fosby, a technical instructor for the club.

Ruggers finish with 8-1 mark

The SIU-C women's Rugby Club had full season with an 8-1 record after taking two victories in Columbus, Mo. Saturday, SIU-C shut out Columbia College, 10-0, and defeated Warrensburg, Mo., 54-6.

In the first game against Columbia, SIU-C's scoring was limited to the second half. Karen Paguin and Carol Brinkman scored tries, and Denae Frick added a conversion kick.

The victory over Warrensburg was decided with three minutes left on a try by SIU-C's Shannon Maulding. Karen Paguin had scored a try for SIU-C.

Announcing

Full Service

Saturday Hours

Monday-Thursday

Friday

Saturday

9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.-Noon

First Choice Financial Services From Your Credit Union.

- Interest earning checking account Share Draft Program
- Life Insurance with Value and Loan Program
- Direct Deposits of workers, checks
- Freight Claim assistance
- Travel accident insurance
- Health insurance
- Health savings accounts
- Payroll Deduction

SLU EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION

1217 West Main St.
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 529-8121

CREDIT UNION

MEXICAN PAN BREAD
with salad

$2.19

Murdure for Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

457-4313

PAN BREAD

$2.19

HANG AR

FOUN'TE NO COVER!

25¢ Drafts

$1.25 Pitchers

75¢ Speedrallis

PLUS

"THE FAD"

sandoich stOP

Purchace of

sandwich and

drink

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

OUR APPEITIZING EGG SALAD SANDWICH, FRIES & MED. SOFT DRINK FOR

$1.89

901 South Illinois

529-BURT
Bradley tabbed for Valley cage title

By Scott Stahmer
Associate Sports Editor

Bradley has been picked by the coaches and media to win the Missouri Valley Conference basketball title. The Salukis were picked for seventh in the coaches' poll and ninth, or last, in the media poll.

The Braves, who finished first in the Valley and second in the NCAA tournament, received six of nine possible first-place votes in the coaches' poll. Wichita State had the other third-second votes, followed by Creighton, Texas Western State, Tulsa, Drake, SIU-C, and Indiana State and New Mexico State. Creighton had four votes for sixth. In the media poll, Bradley had 27 of 28 first-place votes. Creighton had two first-place votes. Drake, followed by Texas Western State, Drake, followed by Texas Western State and Indiana State. Nebraska State and the Salukis. Saluki Coach Joe Gottfried was picked by his team's lower ranking.

"Based on the success every team has coming back, it's a realistic pick, but the history of the Valley is that the teams picked to win hasn't won it," the Bradley coach said. "Creighton was picked for seventh last year and won it instead."

The Salukis, who were 9-12 and were selected to finish last in the MVC, were picked to finish last in the MVC in Playboy Magazine's poll. They were tabbed for seventh in Street and Smith Magazine's Valley rankings.

Volleyball? Isn't that the game they play in Japan?

By Michelle Schewert
Staff Writer

 Mention volleyball and people immediately think of the Japanese brand of the sport. Most are surprised to find out that the world's No. 2 sport (behind soccer) is an American invention.

The sport has undergone a lot of changes, and now is played on the beaches for recreation, while also dominating high school physical education classes. The Japanese game most people think about is being played in high schools and colleges throughout the land.

SIU-C volleyball Coach Debbie Hunter thinks the sport has remained obscure in this country because of lack of exposure to the public.

"Volleyball can be played in a recreational nature and on a high school competitive level," Hunter said. "Both types of play are good, but I think the game has been misinterpreted by the public. There has been little exposure to the media and there isn't a lot of money wrapped up in it like basketball or football."

"It has also been badly labeled as a 'female sport,'" she added. "I feel the game has been misinterpreted by the public. There has been little exposure to the media and there isn't a lot of money wrapped up in it like basketball or football."

Probably the biggest change in the sport is the switch to quickness and power. The ball travels at speeds of 90-100 mph, so the offense and defense have to be quick. "The ingredients are power and strength, times speed," Hunter said. "This is becoming more crucial, but the biggest plus is one's ability to reach the ball. You play the game with the top of your hands, not palms, and you have to have quickness to be able to reach the ball.

Each country has developed a phase of the game which is associated with that country. According to hunter. In 1964. The Japanese men's team set an on an eight-year plan to win the gold medal and succeed in 1972. The small Japanese had to figure out a way to beat the bigger European teams. "They beat them with quickness, speed and technique," Hunter said. "They originated the quick set and hit in the middle which most people know as the Jap set. The Polish and Russians are known for their power and strength and really cushion the ball."

Of the six players on the court, the most widely respected is the spiker or hitter. The hitter is the basic offensive weapon responsible for scoring. The other players involved are blockers and setters. The setters must set the ball, but there can be both offensive and defensive blocking.

All players have to be able to play both offense and defense. The number of players at each position varies with the type of offense being played. In the 5-1 offense, which the Salukis play, there are five spikers and one setter.

The setter is responsible for setting up the situation for the spike to be hit. There are also a variety of different types of sets used, depending on what the defensive team wants to do. The hitter gets all the credit, but the setter is the brains of the process. "Everyone likes to hit the nice spike," Hunter said. "They have players to make a good look at the hitter, but the setter must have the good set. If one of the links in the chain is out of sync, the hitter has to struggle on your hands."

"What volleyball needs in more TV coverage and more

English cagers subdued by Saluki heroics

By Scott Stahmer
Associate Sports Editor

SIU-C's 24-25 basketball team took advantage of an 11-2 sport in the final minute to defeat a stubborn English Fiat National Team, 95-86, in an exhibition game Monday night at the Arena in front of 1,286 fans.

Forward Darnall Jones led the Salukis in scoring with 26 points, hitting most of his 12 field goals from the 15-20-foot range. Guard Scott Burns added 15, forward Charles Moore contributed 13 points and nine rebounds, and forward Charles Nance came off the bench to add 12.

England was led in scoring by 6-4 forward Greg White, a former University of Southern California starter who tallied 38 points. 6-10 center John Stroder had 21 points and nine rebounds, and guard Mike Sanmesser added 18.

It was White who created the game's final tie at 84 with an 18-foot jumper at 1:27. The lead see-sawed during the second half, with neither team holding more than a four-point lead until less than five minutes remained. Camp hit two free throws to make the score 86-84.

The Salukis called a timeout after White's bucket, then worked the ball into center Rod Camp, who was fouled while drawing his fifth foul and missing one of two free throws. The Salukis led 87-86 with six seconds left on the shot clock.

The ball went out of bounds and the Salukis had the ball with a 23-second lead going to the final minute.

The British team scored a three-pointer to cut the lead to 20, making the score 89-69. The Salukis had a three-point lead going into the final minute.

"Our rebounding was not strong enough, and we gave away control in our man-to-man defense.

"England Coach Bob Robson said he was pleased with his team's performance against an American team.

"That was the idea of the tour, to come over here and play and try to turn that competitive spirit.